
October 22, 2023 Suffering WK3 Get Up Not Give Up

Sermon	Notes	
2 Corinthians 4:1-18; Romans 1:16; Hebrews 13:6 

I do not ____________ _____ because…  

I have a _______________________.	

	 _______________	_______________________	you know. 

 ____________ _______________ what you know. 

 ____________ ______________ to worship. 

  _______________. 

  _______________ like ______________. 

  Be a _________________________. 

I have a _______________________ _________________________. 

I have a ____________ and __________________________ ________________. 

I have an _________________________ ___________________________. 

MY	NOTES	|	OBSERVATIONS	|	QUESTIONS	
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October 22, 2023 Suffering WK3 Get Up Not Give Up

Discussion	Guide	

1. What is one thing that stood out to or impacted you from the reading	plan this week? What is one thing 
from the message that God used to encourage, challenge, or grow you? 

2. What comes to mind when you hear the word “ministry”? What do you feel is your ministry and how do 
you engage in ministry in your life? Share your story. 

3. Today we talked about FIND, TELL, and BRING as a way to engage in ministry. What does this mean? Do you 
think this strategy will help you share your faith with someone? Why or why not? Is there another strategy 
you use in sharing your faith? If so, what is it? Share your story. 

4. We recognized that the devil is at work blinding people to the Gospel. What are some things he uses to 
accomplish this? Does struggle and suffering play a role? What are some steps you can take to help remove 
the blinders and expose people to the Truth of the Gospel? Share your thoughts. 

5. How might knowing that you have a valuable gift, having a ^irm and con^ident faith, and having an eternal 
perspective encourage you to not give up in the middle of hardship? Do these encourage you to share your 
faith with others? Why or why not? Share your thoughts. 

6. Who do you know that needs to hear the Gospel? What is your best next step to share your faith with them 
this week? Share their name so we can join you in praying for them and pray for you as you engage them. 

7. Take a few minutes to SOAP through one of the passages referenced in the message today. These 
are found on the top of the notes page. You may want to include verses before/after the passage 
listed too. Share your insights with the group.  

Scripture: 

Observations: 

Application: 

Prayer: 

Prayer Requests:
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